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Role of interfacial structure on exchange-biased FeF2-Fe
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We have studied the effect of the interface structure on the exchange bias in the FeF2-Fe system, for FeF2
bulk single crystals or thin films. The exchange bias depends very strongly on the crystalline orientation of the
antiferromagnet for both films and crystals. However, the interface roughness seems to have a strong effect
mainly on the film systems. These results indicate that the exchange bias depends strongly on the spin structure
at the interface, especially on the angle between the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic spins. We have also
found a strong dependence of the hysteresis loops shape on the cooling field direction with respect to the
antiferromagnetic anisotropy axis, induced by a rotation of the ferromagnetic easy axis as the sample is cooled
throughTN . For the single crystal systems the results imply the existence of a perpendicular coupling between
the antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic spins at low temperatures.@S0163-1829~99!02610-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Exchange bias (HE) is the shift of the ferromagnetic hys
teresis loop away from H50 due to a unidirectional anisot
ropy. This anisotropy is caused by the exchange couplin
the interface between a ferromagnetic~FM! and an antifer-
romagnetic~AF! material after the sample is cooled in
magnetic field through the Ne´el temperature of the AF.1 Al-
though this phenomenon was first studied, in 1956, in sm
ferromagnetic particles embedded in their native antifer
magnetic oxide,2 it has also been observed in inhomogeneo
bulk materials3 and thin films.4–17 However, experimentally
it is convenient to study exchange anisotropy in a laye
form, where it is possible to grow structures of controllab
microstructural geometry, especially at the interface. Amo
the most intensively studied systems are oxide antiferrom
nets@CoO,4–6 NiO,4,7,8 FeO,9 Fe2O3,10 and metallic antifer-
romagnets (Fe50Mn50,8,11–13Ni50Mn50,8,14 or other metallic
systems15!, with more limited research in sulfides such
FeS,16 and ferrimagnets.17 This property has motivated prac
tical industrial applications in magnetoresistive heads as
main stabilizers12 or in ‘‘spin-valve’’ based devices.13

Due to the interface nature of the exchange bias,HE is
expected to depend strongly on the AF-FM interface str
ture, such as the crystalline orientation or the interface
order, among other factors. However, these kind of exp
mental studies have been complicated so far by multiph
or polycrystalline AF samples. Moreover, complex sp
structures or cubic anisotropy also complicate the analysi
the results. In order to overcome some of these problems
have chosen FeF2 as the antiferromagnet, because of
simple crystal structure~body centered tetragonal18!, simple
spin structure19 ~see Fig. 1!, and its strong uniaxial magneti
anisotropy.20

This paper is organized as follows. After the Introducti
~Sec. I!, the samples are described in a sample prepara
~Sec. II! and sample characterization~Sec. III! sections di-
vided in to film ~A! and crystals~B!. Following these sec-
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~10!/6984~10!/$15.00
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tions, the effect of different structural and measurement
rameters: crystalline orientation~Sec. IV!, interface disorder
~Sec. V! and cooling field direction~Sec. VI! are discussed
for films ~A! and crystals~B!. Finally, the results are ana
lyzed in the Discussion~Sec. VII! and summarized in the

FIG. 1. ~a! Bulk FeF2 spin and crystal structure~Ref. 19!. ~b!
Bulk FeF2(100) surface spin structure.~c! Bulk FeF2(110) surface
spin structure.~d! Bulk FeF2(101) surface spin structure~note that
the spins are 55° out of the film plane!. ~e! Bulk FeF2(001) surface
spin structure, wheres represent Fe12 ions and+ represent F2

ions. The lattice is body-centered tetragonal witha5b54.697 Å
and c53.309 Å. The arrows represent the magnetic ordering
low temperatures.
6984 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRB 59 6985ROLE OF INTERFACIAL STRUCTURE ON EXCHANGE- . . .
Conclusions~Sec. VIII!. The results demonstrate the stro
dependence of the exchange bias on orientation, for b
FeF2 films and crystals. However, the crystals~roughness,
s;0.5–200 nm) are less sensitive to interface disorder t
the films ~roughness,s;0.5–5 nm). Furthermore, the de
pendence of the hysteresis loops on the direction of the c
ing field indicates a rotation of the FM easy axis belowTN
for both films and crystals.

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION

A. Films

The FeF2-Fe films were grown on MgO ~100!,
Al 2O3(11̄02) (r -plane sapphire!, and Al2O3(101̄0)
(m-plane, 90°, sapphire! substrates. Typically 90 nm of FeF2
were deposited by using an electron gun, at a rate of
nm/s. The substrates were heated to 450°C for 15 min p
to deposition and then cooled to the FeF2 growth tempera-
ture. During the growth of the FeF2 layer, the substrates wer
kept at different temperatures,TS5200–300°C, in order to
control the interface roughness.21 Following the FeF2 depo-
sition, a 13 nm Fe layer, at a rate of 0.1 nm/s, atTS
5150 °C was electron beam evaporated. In order to pro
the FeF2-Fe bilayer, a 9 nmcapping layer of silver was de
posited, at a rate 0.05 nm/s, atTS5150 °C using a Knudsen
cell. The base pressure of the chamber was better tha
31027 Torr and the pressure during deposition was low
than 231026 Torr. The thickness of the different layer
was controlled by a calibrated quartz oscillator.

B. Single crystals

The FeF2 single crystal was grown using the Bridgema
Stockbarger method. It was aligned using a Laue x-ray c
era and cut with a diamond wire into three different orien
tions ~001!, ~110!, and~100!.

To control the surface roughness the crystals were s
jected to one of two possible surface treatments:~1! sanding
with 400 grit sand paper followed byin situ ion bombarded
with 5 kV Ar ions for 30 min,~2! fine polishing with 6 and
1 mm powder steps. After surface treatment, the crys
were transferred into a Riber ultra high vacuum molecu
beam epitaxy~MBE! system (2310210 Torr base pressure!.
The polished crystals were subject to an additional annea
treatment, in vacuum, at 400 °C for 30 min to improve s
face quality. One sample with polished interfaces was da
agedin situ with ion bombardment, using 5 kV Ar ions fo
30 min, in order to obtain an interface with moderate roug
ness. 20 nm of Fe were deposited onto the FeF2 single crys-
tals atTS5150 °C using electron beam evaporation, at a r
of 0.1 nm/s. To protect the Fe layer, a 20 nm silver capp
layer was deposited, at a rate 0.05 nm/s, at room tempera
using a Knudsen cell. During a typical deposition the pr
sure was lower than 531029 Torr. Deposition rates were
controlled using electron impact emission spectroscopy.

III. SAMPLE CHARACTERIZATION

A. Films

Structural characterization of the films was carried out
ex situ x-ray diffraction using Cu-Ka radiation (l
th
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50.15418 nm). Both high angleu-2u scans and rocking
curves were measured.u-2u scans~Fig. 2! imply that under
the above conditions the different FeF2 layers grow in the
~110!, ~101!, and ~001! orientations on MgO ~100!,
Al 2O3(11̄02), and Al2O3(101̄0) substrates, respectively
We found no substrate which rendered single ph
(100) FeF2 films. The full width at half maximum of the
rocking curves of the different FeF2 orientations peaks were
Du50.9°21.7°(110), Du50.4°20.7°(101), and Du
50.4°20.6°(002), samples grown at the higher substr
temperatures had narrower rocking curves. The sam
grown on Al2O3(101̄0) atTS5200 °C contained both~001!
and ~110! orientations, and was thus discarded from th
study. The Fe layers were polycrystalline mainly in the~110!
and~100! orientations, with rocking curve widths larger tha
4°, for all samples.

Grazing incidence x-ray diffraction was used to inves
gate the antiferromagnetic layers structure in the film pla
In this study, the detector angle 2u was set to one of the
FeF2 in-plane reflections, with the x rays almost parallel
the plane of the film. The sample was then rotated abou
normal. The results, shown in Fig. 3, imply that all th
samples were oriented in the plane. However, the~110!
samples, with a rectangular unit cell on a substrate w
square symmetry in the plane, show a fourfold symme
indicating that these samples are twinned in the plane. N
that the two in plane peaks in the FeF2(001) are not exactly
at 90°, probably due to different film-substrate mismatch
different in-plane directions. The epitaxial relations are list
in Table I.

To evaluate the interface roughness, specular small a
x-ray diffraction was carried out. We found that the interfa

FIG. 2. High-angle x-ray diffraction (l50.15418 nm) for~a!
FeF2(110)(;90 nm)-Fe(;13 nm)-Ag(;9 nm) grown at 200 °C
on MgO~100!, ~b! FeF2(101)(;90 nm)-Fe(;13 nm)-Ag(;9

nm) grown at 250 °C on Al2O3(11̄02), and ~c! FeF2(001)
(;90 nm)-Fe(;13 nm)-Ag(;9 nm) grown at 300 °C on

Al2O3(101̄0).
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6986 PRB 59NOGUÉS, MORAN, LEDERMAN, SCHULLER, AND RAO
roughness increases with the FeF2 growth temperature. Fo
the samples grown on MgO~100!, a quantitative analysis
was performed using theSUPREX program’s22 low-angle re-
cursive optical model23 adapted for trilayers. Using this ap
proach interface rms roughness values in the ranges
;0.5–5 nm were obtained.21 As found for the~110! orien-
tation, higher FeF2 deposition temperatures for the~101! and
~001! orientations also result in lower amplitudes of the hi
frequency peaks~Fig. 4!, which implies increased thicknes
fluctuations and therefore an enhanced FeF2 surface rough-
ness.

To investigate further the surface of the FeF2 layers,
single FeF2 films were grown on MgO~100! under the same
conditions. The surface structure of these films was stud
using ex situdiffuse x-ray scattering, atomic force micro
copy ~AFM!, and reflection high energy electron diffractio
~RHEED!. The diffuse x-ray scattering was analyzed usin
model based on the Born approximation.24 The roughness
obtained from the diffuse x-ray scattering and the AFM~Fig.
5! showed the same trend as the specular x-ray scatterin

FIG. 3. In-plane x-ray scattering for (l50.15418 nm) for~a!
the @002# in-plane peak for FeF2(110)(;90 nm)-Fe
(;13 nm)-Ag(;9 nm) grown at 200 °C on MgO~100!, ~b! the
@200# in-plane peak for FeF2(101)(;90 nm)-Fe(;13 nm)-Ag

(;9 nm) grown at 250 °C on Al2O3(11̄02), and~c! the @200#
in-plane peak for FeF2(001)(;90 nm)-Fe(;13 nm)-Ag

(;9 nm) grown at 300 °C on Al2O3(101̄0). Shown in the inset is
the measurement geometry.

TABLE I. Epitaxial relations for thin films.

Crystalline orientation Epitaxial relationship Lattice
mismatch %

FeF2(110) FeF2^001&iMgO^110& 11

FeF2^1̄10&iMgO^1̄10& 11

FeF2(101) FeF2^100&iAl2O3^112̄0& 1

FeF2^1̄01&iAl2O3^1̄101& 10

FeF2(001) FeF2^100&iAl2O3^0001& 8

FeF2^010&iAl2O3^12̄10& 1
d,

a

of

the bilayers, i.e., the roughness increases as the subs
temperature is increased.21 This trend is similar to previously
reported AFM data for ZnF2 homoepitaxial films.25 More-
over, the lateral correlation length of the vertical roughne
as obtained from diffuse x-ray scattering and AFM, also
creases with substrate temperature.21 Finally, only the single
FeF2 film sample grown atTS5200 °C displayed two-
dimensional RHEED patterns, indicating a more ordered s
face.

The magnetic characterization was carried out usin
SQUID magnetometer. The samples were cooled from
K, i.e., aboveTN (FeF2)578.4 K, to 10 K in the presence
of a magnetic fieldH f c , in the plane of the film.H f c was
large enough to saturate the FM layer~e.g., Hsat5200 Oe

FIG. 4. Small angle x-ray diffraction (l50.15418 nm) for
FeF2(101)(;90 nm)-Fe(;13 nm)-Ag(;9 nm) samples with
the FeF2 grown at different substrate temperatures,TS5200 °C~I!,
TS5250 °C ~II !, TS5300 °C ~III !.

FIG. 5. Top view atomic force microscopy images and li
scans of single FeF2(110)(;90 nm) films grown at~a! TS5200
and ~b! TS5300 °C.
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PRB 59 6987ROLE OF INTERFACIAL STRUCTURE ON EXCHANGE- . . .
for tFM513 nm). Afterwards, hysteresis loops were me
sured for2H f c,H,H f c , typically every 10 up to 110 K.
Figure 6 shows a typical hysteresis loop exhibiting a la
shift HE and coercivityHC , as indicated in the figure. To
study the effects of the field cooling direction, samp
~about 5 mm in size! were manually rotated for each ang
F, with respect to the field and positioned in the sam
holder. Due to the small size of the sample, this rotation w
somewhat inaccurate, resulting in large error bars. The m
surements were carried out for angles between the filed c
ing and AF anisotropy axes between 0 –90°, where b
clockwise (1F) and counterclockwise (2F) rotations were
performed.

B. Single crystals

The structure of the FeF2 single crystals covered with a
Fe layer was determined fromex situx-ray diffraction~high
angleu-2u scans and rocking curves! using Cu-Ka radiation
(l50.15418 nm).u-2u scans confirmed the orientations
the different FeF2 crystals to be~110!, ~100!, and~001!. Due
to the size, shape, and growth direction of the FeF2 single
crystal it was difficult to obtain large enough samples in
~101! direction. The full width at half maximum of the rock
ing curves of the different FeF2 orientations were typically
Du,0.1°. The Fe films grown on polished and annea
~110! and ~100! FeF2 crystals, exhibit mainly~110! orienta-
tion, with typical rocking curve widthsDu.4°. The Fe
films grown on polished and annealed~001! crystals and all
the samples grown on sanded crystals were polycrysta
mainly with Fe~110! and ~100! orientations.

The disorder of the FeF2 crystals surface was investigate
by in situ RHEED. The sanded crystals did not exhibit a
RHEED patterns. The polished crystals showed tw
dimensional diffraction RHEED patterns, which becam
sharper upon annealing, indicating that annealing impro
the crystalline ordering.26 After the polished and anneale
samples were ion bombarded the spots on the RHEED
tern became broader implying a deterioration of the surfa
Unfortunately, RHEED patterns do not allow for simp

FIG. 6. Hysteresis loop at T510 K for FeF2(110)
(;90 nm)-Fe(;13 nm)-Ag(;9 nm) grown at 200 °C on
MgO~100!. The definitions for the exchange bias (HE) and coerciv-
ity (HC) are also shown.
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quantitative roughness analyses. RHEED was also car
out on the Fe films after deposition. The Fe films grown
the polished and annealed~110! and ~100! crystals showed
‘‘spotty’’ RHEED patterns, indicating that these films we
oriented in the plane.

The in-plane orientation of the ferromagnetic layers w
respect to the antiferromagnetic substrate was also confir
by off-specular x-ray diffraction. Measurements were tak
with the scattering vector at 27° from the growth direction
detect the Fe~310! peaks and FeF2 (510) peaks. By compar
ing the azimuthal variation in the intensity of these peaks,
determined that the Fe@001# direction was primarily parallel
to the FeF2@001# direction.26 The epitaxial relations for thes
are listed in Table II.

To quantify the length scale of the roughness of t
sanded crystals, profilometry~Dektak! studies were carried
out, where roughness values in the range of a few hund
nm were usually obtained. The magnetic characterization
the crystals was similar to the one used for the FeF2 films.
However, the hysteresis loops of the crystals had a la
linear background due to the susceptibility of the FeF2 crys-
tals, which was subtracted from the data in order to clea
observe the FM hysteresis loops.26 A temperature dependen
offset of the magnetization, on the order of
31023 emu/g, due to FeF2 piezomagnetism,27 was also
subtracted.26

IV. DEPENDENCE OF H E

ON THE AF CRYSTALLINE ORIENTATION

A. Films

The temperature dependence ofHE for the samples for
the three film orientations~110!, ~101!, ~001!, grown atTS
5300 °C, is shown in Fig. 7. The exchange bias beha
differently for the three orientations, with the~110! orienta-
tion having the largest exchange bias, followed by the~101!
orientation, and finally the~001! orientation having the
smallest exchange bias. We also found that this general t
is independent of growth temperature~i.e., the roughness!, as
can be seen in the inset of Fig. 7. The different spin confi
rations for the different orientations~Fig. 1!, differ in the
angle between the spins and the interface plane, i.e.,
~110! orientation has 0°, the~101! orientation has 55°, and
the~001! orientation has 90°. This fact suggests two possi
qualitative explanations for the observed behavior.

The exchange bias Hamiltonian contains a term wh
accounts for the coupling at the interface

H int5JintS̄AFS̄FM , ~1!

whereJint is the exchange at the interface,SAF andSFM are
the antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic spins at the in

TABLE II. Epitaxial relations for single crystals.

Crystalline orientation Epitaxial relationship Lattice mismatch

FeF2(110) FeF2^001&iFê 001& 15

FeF2^1̄10&iFê 1̄10& 42

FeF2(100) FeF2^001&iFê 001& 15

FeF2^1̄00&iFê 1̄10& 16
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6988 PRB 59NOGUÉS, MORAN, LEDERMAN, SCHULLER, AND RAO
face, respectively. Assuming that the AF spins at the in
face remain in their bulk orientation because of the stro
FeF2 uniaxial anisotropy, and that the FM spins are para
to the interface due to shape anisotropy, the exchange
should have a term proportional to

HE}JintuSAFiSFMucosa, ~2!

wherea is the angle between the AF spins and FM spins
the interface. Thus, the~110! orientation, with a50°,
should have the maximum exchange bias, the~101! orienta-
tion, with a555°, should have exchange bias about half
that of ~110!, and finally the ~001! orientation, with a
590°, should not have any exchange bias. This sim
model agrees qualitatively with the experimental results~Fig.
7!.

Another possible explanation assumes that the domin
factor in HE is AF domain formation. Therefore, following
some of the exchange bias models28,29

HE}AKAFAAF. ~3!

Thus in the case of out-of-plane AF spins, the effect
AF in-plane anisotropyKeff , and stiffnessAeff , would play a
major role. Due to the angle of the AF spins, the effect
anisotropy and stiffness at the interface plane should s
with cosa, thus

HE}AKeffAeff5AKAFAAFcosa, ~4!

leading to the same conclusions as above.
These phenomenological descriptions may, to some

tent, also account for the variations in exchange bias foun
different FeMn orientations for FeMn/Fe20Ni80 bilayers,11

where the spins at the interfaces for the different AF ori
tations have different AF-FM spin coupling angles. In t
case of the antiferromagnets NiO and CoO the analysi
more complicated because for a given crystalline orienta

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the exchange biasHE for
FeF2(110)(;90 nm)-Fe(;13 nm)-Ag(;9 nm) on MgO(100)
(s),FeF2(101)(;90 nm)-Fe(;13 nm)-Ag(;9nm) on

Al2O3(11̄02) (n), and FeF2(001)(;90 nm)-Fe(;13 nm)-Ag

(;9 nm) on Al2O3(101̄0) (h), grown atTS5300 °C. The inset
shows the dependence of the exchange biasHE at T510 K for the
three orientations with respect to the substrate temperatureTS . The
lines are a guide to the eye.
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the spins can have four different directions on the plane
to the cubic anisotropy in these materials.6

Other mechanisms could explain the results. These
clude differences in lattice matching between the Fe and
FeF2 unit cells, different AF domain configurations, and d
ferent AF microstructures. The small exchange bias for
~001! orientation can be due to several factors, such as
different lattice match of the FeF2 film with the substrate in
the different directions, which could result in a distorted u
cell, interface roughness, which would cause small amou
of other orientations to be present at the interface, the c
tallinity of the sample which would cause some areas of
interface to have slightly different angles with the interfa
plane, or some residual oxidation of the Fe layer.~Note that
oxidation should also affect other orientations, however,
effect would be a smaller fraction of the totalHE).

It is important to note that both~110! and~101! directions
arespin compensatedin the plane~see Fig. 1!, i.e., both AF
sublattices end at the surface. Because of this, compens
surfaces have zero net magnetization in the plane. There
naively one would expect these kind of surfaces to have z
exchange bias. However, we observe very large shifts
both spin compensated orientations. Large exchange bia
nominally compensated AF spins has been observed in
eral systems, e.g., FeMn/Fe20Ni80,11 CoO/Fe20Ni80,6 or
CoO/Fe3O4.5

B. Single crystals

The temperature dependence ofHE for the three polished
and annealed crystals is shown in Fig. 8. As in the fi
samples, the~001! surface has a very small exchange bias,
expected from the AF and FM spin orientations being at 9
from each other. However, the results for the~100! and~110!
orientations are rather puzzling. The~100! orientation, with
uncompensatedspins at the interface~see Fig. 1! exhibits
virtually no exchange bias, contrary to what would be e
pected from simple models.2 Furthermore, the~110! orienta-
tion, with compensatedspins at the surface~see Fig. 1!,
shows a shift of the FM loop towards positive fields wh

FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of the exchange biasHE for
the Fe(;20 nm)-Ag(;20 nm) grown on the~001! (h), ~100!
(,), and ~110! (s) FeF2 polished-annealed crystals. The~001!
crystal is field cooled along the@100# direction while the~100! and
~110! crystals were field cooled along the AF anisotropy axis@001#.
The lines are a guide to the eye.
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PRB 59 6989ROLE OF INTERFACIAL STRUCTURE ON EXCHANGE- . . .
cooled in a 2000 Oe positive field, contrary to what is n
mally observed, and expected from simple models.2 This is
similar to the exchange bias observed in FeF2 /Fe bilayers
cooled in large fields.30

V. DEPENDENCE OF H E

ON THE INTERFACE DISORDER

A. Films

The results for the FeF2(110) films grown on MgO~100!
have been published elsewhere.21 The main conclusions ar
that ~a! HE decreases with increasing roughnesss
;0.5–5 nm) and that~b! HE decreases with increasing la
eral correlation length of the vertical roughness.21

Figure 9 shows thatHE decreases as the surface roug
ness~characterized in Fig. 4! for FeF2(101) increases, a
observed for FeF2(110). The analysis of the exchange bi
for this orientation is more complicated than for th
FeF2(110) orientation, due to its strong dependence on
in-plane cooling field direction, as discussed in Sec. VI
The results shown in Fig. 9 are for samples cooled along
AF anisotropy axis projection on the~101! plane, i.e., the

@ 1̄01# direction. Note that the effect of lateral correlatio
length has not been studied for the FeF2(101) films. Finally,
the FeF2(001) orientation exhibits virtually no dependen
of the exchange bias on interface roughness (HE'0) for the
two substrate temperatures (TS5250,300 °C) for which
pure ~001! films are obtained.

B. Single crystals

Contrary to what is observed in the films an
Fe20Ni80/CoO single crystals,6 HE in Fe/FeF2 single crystals
depends weakly on interface roughness (s;0.5–200 nm).
The exchange bias for the~100! and ~001! orientations
samples remains unchanged, independently of the sur

FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of the exchange biasHE when

field cooled along the AF @ 1̄01# axis, for FeF2(101)
(;90 nm)-Fe(;13 nm)-Ag(;9 nm) samples with the FeF2

grown at different substrate temperaturesTS5200 °C ~I, s),TS

5250 °C~II, h),TS5300 °C~III, n). The lines are a guide to th
eye.
-

-

e
.
e

ce

treatment with no exchange bias (HE'0). As shown in Fig.
10, the~110! orientation crystals, cooled along the@001# di-
rection, become slightly less ‘‘positive’’~by about 40 %! as
the quality of the surface improves~from sanded to polished
annealed!. This trend is in agreement with the results f
~110! films which have larger~more negative! exchange bias
for smoother interfaces.21 These results are also consiste
with the results obtained for Fe20Ni80/CoO single crystals,6

in the sense that themagnitudeof HE increases with increas
ing roughness.

VI. DEPENDENCE OF HYSTERESIS LOOPS
ON THE COOLING FIELD DIRECTION: NONCOLLINEAR

COUPLING

A. Films

The magnetic properties of the~110! films exhibit only a
weak angular dependence, probably due to their twinned

ture. When the samples are cooled along the@001#-@ 1̄10#
twin ~perpendicular or parallel to the AF anisotropy axis! HE

is about 20% smaller than when cooled along t

@ 1̄1̄2#-@112̄# twin (245° or 145° to the AF anisotropy
axis!. The comparison between the shapes of the hyster
curves measured at room temperature and at 10 K hyste
loops~remanence increase for the645° between room tem

perature and 10 K and vice versa for@001#-@ 1̄10#, although
no major changes are observed in the coercivity! could imply
that the direction of the FM easy axis changes when coo
through TN . However, due to the twinned nature o
FeF2(110) films, it is difficult to analyze these results
more detail.30 The ~001! samples exhibit virtually no angula
dependence because the spins of the FeF2 are perpendicular
to the interface.

The exchange bias for the FeF2(101) orientation has a
strong dependence on the cooling field direction~Fig. 11!.
The dependence ofHE on the cooling angle is different fo
films grown at different temperatures. The roughest sam

FIG. 10. Temperature dependence of the exchange biasHE for
Fe(;20 nm)-Ag(;20 nm) grown on~110! FeF2 polished (s),
polished-bombarded (¹), and sanded (h) crystals, field cooled
along the AF anisotropy axis@001#. The lines are a guide to the eye
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has only a weak angular dependence, the sample grow
TS5250 °C has a peak, and the smoothest sample h
steplike behavior.

From the shapes of the hysteresis loops measured at
ferent temperatures and cooling angles~the remanence an
coercivity decrease at low temperatures for the room te
perature easy axis direction and viceversa for the room t
perature hard axis!, it appears that the FM easy axis chang
its direction below the Ne´el transition of the AF. However
from the present data it is difficult to estimate the magnitu
of this rotation. The fact that the FM and AF anisotropy ax
are at an angle from each other~not parallel, as usually as
sumed! can qualitatively explain the observed dependence
HE on the cooling field direction. The equilibrium positio
of the interfacial spins, and thus the observed exchange
is the result of a trade off between the strength of AF and
anisotropies and the strength of the coupling at the interfa
The dependence ofHE on the cooling field direction simila
to the experimental ones can be obtained if the hyster
loops are computed taking into account the noncollinea
of the FM and AF spins.31

B. Single crystals

For the FeF2(001) orientation,HE remains unchanged
when field-cooling along the@010# or @100# directions, as
expected from the spin orientation~perpendicular to the in-
terface plane! and found in the film samples.

The FeF2(110) samples exhibit a ‘‘small’’~when com-
pared with the film systems! positive HE when field cooled
parallel to the AF axis~@001#! but almost no shift when field

FIG. 11. Dependence of the absolute value of the exchange
HE , on the absolute value of the angleF between the cooling field
and the AF anisotropy axis for FeF2(101)(;90 nm)-Fe
(;13 nm)-Ag(;9 nm) samples with the FeF2 grown at different
substrate temperatures,~a! TS5200 °C~I, s), ~b! TS5250 °C~II,
h), ~c! TS5300 °C ~III, n). Note that1F and 2F results are
shown for each angle. The lines are a guide to the eye.
at
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cooled perpendicular (@11̄0#) to it. On the other hand, for
the FeF2(100) samplesHE;0, independently of the field
cooling direction~@001#, @010#!.

However, as reported elsewhere32 the shape, coercivity
and remanence of the hysteresis loops provides clues for
derstanding the behavior of this system. Briefly, from t
hysteresis loops of the FeF2(110) and FeF2(100) crystals,
we can infer that at room temperature the easy axis of
FM is parallel to the@001# axis of the FeF2 . However, atT
510 K, the easy axis of the FM is perpendicular to t
@001# axis of the FeF2 , i.e., the FM easy axis has rotate
90°. Thus at low temperatures the AF and FM spins at
interface are coupledperpendicularto each other. The tem
perature dependence of the remanence and coercivity~Fig.
12!, implies that the rotation starts nearTN , indicating that it
is the ordering of the AF spins that drives the change in
FM anisotropy direction. The~110! and ~100! single crystal
samples with different roughness~sanded, ion bombarded
and polished! exhibit the same trend, but it is more pro
nounced in the polished crystal samples~Fig. 12!. As men-
tioned above, a similar FM easy axis rotation has also b
observed in the FeF2(110) and FeF2(101) films. Similar per-
pendicular coupling has been observed in FeMn/Fe20Ni80,11

CoO/Fe20Ni80 single crystal systems6, CoO/Fe3O4
multilayer systems,33 and CoO/Co.34 However, in
CoO/Fe3O4 it appears that the CoO AF spins are the on
which rotate in order to achieve a perpendicular coupling33.

This behavior indicates that as the AF orders it becom
advantageous for the FM and AF spins to point perpend
lar to each other. This can be intuitively understood in t
~110! case, where the spins are assumed to conserve the

ias

FIG. 12. Temperature dependence of~a! the reduced remanenc
mR /mS and ~b! the coercivity for Fe(;20 nm)-Ag(;20 nm)
grown on the FeF2(110) polished and annealed crystal (s) and
sanded crystal (,) field-cooled parallel~open symbols! and per-
pendicular~filled symbols! to the FeF2@001#. The lines are a guide
to the eye.
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orientation, i.e., compensated at the interface. In this cas
would be energetically costly for the FM to maintain i
spins parallel to one AF spin sublattice but antiparallel to
other sublattice, thus it may be energetically favorable
the FM to rotate perpendicular to both AF sublattices. T
reasoning can be extended to the uncompensated~100! ori-
entation if because of defects~e.g., roughness or domain fo
mation!, both sublattices are exposed at the interface with
ferromagnet. The perpendicular coupling between AF a
FM layers is consistent with recent micromagne
calculations.35 This model can explain many of the observ
results in the FeF2 /Fe system, such as the existence ofHE in
compensated surfaces or positiveHE .35

However, one cannot rule out that the observed eff
could arise due to magnetoelastic effects. The lattice par
eters of FeF2 are known to change non-monotonically ne
T5TN .36 One can argue that these changes in lattice par
eter can be transferred to the Fe layer, and thus induc
stress anisotropy perpendicular to the anisotropy of the
aboveTN .26,32

VII. DISCUSSION

The properties of FeF2 crystals and films covered by thi
Fe layers are summarized in Table III. The existence ofHE
in compensated film surfaces can be explained to some
tent by some of the exchange bias models. The follow
mechanisms forHE in these surfaces have been proposed~i!
the interfacial energy due to AF domain formation due
random fields created by roughness or other defects,28 ~ii !
perpendicular coupling of the AF and FM spins at the int
face and AF spin flop,35 ~iii ! transfer of the FM spin waves t
the AF,37 ~iv! uncompensated AF spins at the interface d
to thermoremanent magnetization,38 or ~v! random anisot-
ropy at the interface.39 Moreover, as discussed earlier,21 the
effects of roughness on the exchange bias in thin films
consistent with models which rely on domain wall formati
in the antiferromagnet,28,29 and other more recen

TABLE III. Summary of exchange bias properties for Fe2

films and single crystals.

Spin Compensated vs. HE Roughness
direction uncompensated dependen

of uHEu

@110#
Films 0° Compensated Large Decrease
Crystals 0° Compensated Small Increase
@101#
Films 55° Compensated Moderate Decreas
Crystals
@001#
Films 90° Uncompensated Zero Unchange
Crystals 90° Uncompensated Zero Unchang
@100#
Films
Crystals 0° Uncompensated Zero Unchange
, it
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models,35,37,39through increased randomness or reduction
the coupling at the interface.

On the other hand, the absence ofHE for most of the
single crystal orientations with in-plane interface spins
probably related to the perpendicular coupling at the int
face. Intuitively, to observeHE canting of the AF spins is
necessary.35 Thus, if canting is hindered, e.g., by the larg
AF anisotropy,HE should be small. The fact that loop shif
are actually observed for the~110! orientations could be re
lated to structural factors such as worse lattice matching
the FeF2(110)-Fe(110) interface than at th
FeF2(100)-Fe(110) interface. This mismatch would cau
more FM spins not to be perpendicularly coupled to the
for the FeF2(110) orientation. The presence of spins not p
pendicularly coupled could then cause exchange bias. N
that due to twinning and/or reduced grain size thin film
cannot attain perpendicular coupling, thus the mechanism
HE is probably different. However, one cannot rule out th
these effects in FeF2 crystals could be related to differen
atomic exchange interactions at the interface or differ
types of domain formations for the different orientation
Additionally, the positiveHE observed in~110! single crys-
tals can be explained by a reduced effective coupling
tween FM and the AF spins. If the effective coupling
weaker, smaller cooling fields than for the films would
necessary for the AF to overcome the coupling, so that
top AF spins align parallel with the cooling field instead
coupling to the FM layer, therefore inducing a positive e
change bias.30

Finally, the weak dependence ofHE on the interface
roughness for the~110!, ~001!, and~100! orientations could
be related to the perpendicular coupling at the interface
tween AF-FM, i.e., as long as the coupling remains perp
dicular HE continues to be small. Another possibility cou
be that the interfaces for the crystals have different types
defects than the ones in the films, hence the magnetic p
erties~e.g., domain formation and/or pinning! could be less
sensitive to one type of defect. Moreover, due to the la
anisotropy in FeF2 the domain walls will be rather small
thus defects larger than the domain wall thickness should
affect HE .

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the dependence of the exchange bia
the interface structure for the FeF2-Fe system, for FeF2 films,
and single crystals. The exchange bias for the films
strongly affected by the out-of-plane angle between the
and FM spins, when AF spins lie on the interface plane
system exhibits maximumHE whereas for perpendicula
spins the system has noHE . Both orientations~110!, ~101!
with compensated spins exhibit largeHE , contrary to naive
expectations. The exchange bias magnitude of the films
creases with increasing roughness. The exchange bias o
crystals is also sensitive to the spin configuration at the
terface but some of the results are puzzling: the sam
grown on FeF2(100) crystals withuncompensatedsurfaces
do not exhibit anyHE , while the samples grown on th
FeF2(110) compensatedsurface have loop shifts in a direc
tion contrary to what is normally observed in exchange b
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systems or what is expected from simple models. As for
roughness, it only affects slightly the samples which sh
HE , while the others remain unchanged.

A feature shared by the film and single crystal sample
the fact that the easy axis of the FM changes its directio
the AF transition temperature. The results for the~110! and
~100! crystals clearly indicate that there is a perpendicu
coupling between the AF and FM spins atT510 K, in
agreement with recent micromagnetic calculations.

Moreover, in both systems the fully compensated surf
exhibits the largest exchange bias. Clearly, a very impor
ingredient in understanding exchange bias is the spin c
figuration at the interface. Further experimental work such
,

t

d

r

s

d
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e

is
at

r
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nt
n-
s

neutron scattering, magnetic circular dichroism, or the Mo¨ss-
bauer effect regarding the details of the interface spin c
figuration is needed.
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